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"[Bill Knott's] poems are so naive that the question of their poetic 
quality hardly arises. . . .  Mr. Knott practices a dead language." 
—Denis Donoghue, New York Review of Books, May 7, 1970 
 
[Bill Knott's poems are] typically mindless. . . . He produces only 
the prototaxis of idiocy. . . . Rumor has it that Knott’s habit of 
giving his birth and terminal dates together originated when he 
realized he could no longer face the horror of a poetry reading he 
was scheduled to give." 
—Charles Molesworth, Poetry Magazine, May 1972 
 
"[Bill] Knott's work tends today to inspire strong dismissal. . . . 
[He's] been forced to self-publish some of his recent books. . . . 
[B]ad—not to mention offensively grotesque—poetry. . . . appalling 
. . . . maddening . . . . wildly uneven . . . adolescent, or obsessively 
repetitive . . . grotesqueries . . . . [His] language is like thick, old 
paint . . . his poems have a kind of prickly accrual that's less 
decorative than guarded or layered . . . emotionally distancing . . . . 
uncomfortable.  Knott . . . is a willful . . . irritating . . . contrarian." 
—Meghan O'Rourke, Poetry Magazine, Feb 2005 
 
"[Bill Knott's books are] filled with venom. . . . Knott seems to hate 
himself . . . and he seems to hate his readers." 
—Kirk Robinson, ACM (Another Chicago Magazine), date? 
 
"[Bill Knott's work] consists almost entirely of pointless poems, 
that say disgusting things. . . . [His poetry is] tasteless . . . and 
brainless." 
—Michael Heffernan, Midwest Quarterly, Summer 1973 
 
"Knott is making capitol on poetic fashion, attempting belatedly to 
enter the canon of the Language poets by reviving the idiom of Ezra 
Pound.  [His poetry] so successfully defies communicating anything 
that one wonders what [his publisher] had in mind. . . . Knott, it 
may be recalled, "killed" himself in the early 1960s." 
—R. S. Gwynn, The Year in Poetry, DLB Yearbook 1989 
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"Bill Knott's poems are . . . rhetorical fluff . . . and fake." 
—Ron Loewinsohn, TriQuarterly, Spring 1970 
 
"Eccentric, uneven . . . poet Bill Knott is not [fit] to win prizes . . . 
[His work is] thorny . . . rebellious, avant-garde . . . ." 
—Robert Pinsky, Washington Post.com, April 17, 2005 
 
"[Bill Knott's poetry is] queerly adolescent . . . extremely weird. . . 
personal to the point of obscurity. . . his idiosyncrasy has grown 
formulaic, his obscure poems more obscure, his terse observations 
so terse they scoot by without leaving much of a dent in the reader. . 
. . There is a petulance at work [in his poetry]. . . . [H]is style has 
grown long in the tooth. . . . In fact, [at least one of his poems is] 
unethical." 
—Marc Pietrzykowski, Contemporary Poetry Review 
(http://www.cprw.com/Pietrzykowski/beats.htm) 
 
"Bill Knott's [poetry is the equivalent of] scrimshaw.  .  .  . [It's] 
either self-consciously awkward or perhaps a little too slangily up-
to-date." 
—Stephen Burt, New York Times Book Review, November 21, 
2004 
 
"[Bill Knott is] incompetent . . ." 
—Alicia Ostriker, Partisan Review (date? 1972?) 
 
"Bill Knott . . . is so bad one can only groan in response." 
—Peter Stitt, Georgia Review, Winter 1983 
 
"Bill Knott [is] the crown prince of bad judgment." 
—Ron Silliman, Silliman's Blog, June 26, 2007 
 
"[Bill Knott is] a malignant clown." 
—Christopher Ricks, The Massachusetts Review, Spring 1970 
 
"Bill Knott should be beaten with a flail." 
—Tomaz Salamun, Snow, 1973  
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Copyright 2009 Bill Knott  
 
 
 
 
 
 
The poems in this book are fictional.   
Names, characters, places and incidents  
are either the product of the author’s  
imagination or are used ficticiously.  Any  
resemblance to actual events, locales or  
persons, living or dead, is entirely  
coincidental. 
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Foreword: 
 
Re my "Transversions"  
 
* 
"Daniel Weissbort tells the story of [Ted] Hughes taking 
another poet's translation of a work by the Hungarian Ferenc 
Juhasz and, without any knowledge of the original language 
and no Hungarian speaker to advise him, turning that 
version into a thrilling poem that drives the existing versions 
off the map."  —Clive Wilmer, TLS, June 1/07.  
 
* 
Like Hughes in the case of Juhasz, my transversions here are 
based not on the original, but on translations.   
 
But of course my parlor pastiches will hardly "drive the 
existing versions off the map."—  Nor is that their aim, 
really: they're exercises, the way painters and composers 
attempt "variations." 
 
Usually, with each, I would read as many translations as I 
could find, and then fashion my parasitical paraversion from 
the interplay of their varying interpretations. 
 
* 
I know no other language than my own, and that barely. 
 
In other words, I'm not qualified to write these poems which 
means they're the same as all my other poems which I wasn't 
qualified to write either. 
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RILKE (SEBASTIAN) 
 
He lies where he stands, he stands there as if 
his bed erected him to stand this stiff: 
no Symbolist can feel the real arrows 
that milk his mother ribs of their marrows. 
 
These weapons are the tech his lost, his fierce 
groin shot up in proving arcs to pierce 
their progeny: iron they want to be, iron, 
with virile shafts that almost make him grin. 
 
Albeit he waves off his disciples, 
fateful, mild to their autotelic reels; 
how male they remain, despite his example. 
His patience renders droll the actors' drill. 
 
Renouncing, blinking life away as all, 
already he allows for our survival. 
 
 
Note: 
I read Neue Gedichte through Paz: Modernism as the 
Critical Tradition.  Rilke means "New" the same way Pound 
does later when he too is driven to find a fashion stern and 
rigorous and ascetic and saintlike enough (Imagism) to free 
him from the terrifyingly-androgynous decadence of the 
Symbolist embrace.  Rilke's version of new in the Neue is 
really Neo-Parnassianism, isn't it?  Gautier's L'Art: the poem 
as sculpture; Rodin's Rilke: the sculpture as poem.  Cold.  
Hard.  Priapic.  (In theory.) 
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SEE NOTE FIRST 
 
The world’s machines have not grown old, 
whose inheritors reign everywhere. 
Their silicon sons are strong; their 
digital daughters wield power, take hold. 
 
How we humans long to break them 
down from that Dasein—to make them 
rust, repent for all the infernal fires 
that drive them, far as our desires. 
 
The machines aren’t scared.  They know 
harder control, how to turn the wheel 
of time past those whom they sure as hell won’t miss: 
 
Cyborg android robot shall steel 
themselves, consolidate, and, rising, go 
unto that universe whose promise 
we flesh-and-carbonoids could merely premise. 
 
Note: 
Anti-translation of an untitled Rilke poem (Die Konige der 
Welt sind alt, from “Das Stundenbuch,” 1901), which 
Heidegger in his 1946 lecture ‘What Are Poets For?’  
cites for its “highly prophetic lines.”  A prose paraphrase of 
the original poem's ending might go something like: 
 
The metals, the oils—all the ores we've ripped from the 
earth—are homesick.  They long to leave our machines, to 
flow out of our cash-registers and factories, to return to the 
gaping veins of the mountains we reft; whereupon the 
mountains will close again. 
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“Heidegger maintained . . . until the end of his life,” Richard 
Wolin writes (The Heidegger Controversy, MIT Press, 
1993), “ . . . [that] the ‘inner truth and greatness’ of Nazism 
is to be found in its nature as a world-historical alternative to 
the technological-scientific nihilism bemoaned by Nietzsche 
and Spengler.” 
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RILKE (BUDDHA) 
 
His ear is elsewhere far: there where it’s still . . . 
We halt here and hear what everyone hears. 
And he is star.  And then the other spheres 
All shining near him are invisible. 
 
Far past the rest of us who exist.  God? 
We submit, and offer our tame consent— 
Slaves on the sly always for his eye-nod. 
Yet like a panther he deigns or doesn’t. 
 
We’re doormats (knit from knee-pads) really.  We’re 
Filler for his zillions of lightyear skies. 
What he forgets is what we can’t forget here, 
While in what we lose he’s wise. 
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RILKE (BUDDHA II) 
 
Kingdoms overflowing with karmic fault, 
Traumas of state, murder-lief and slavery, 
Are here secreted to gold: alchemy 
Drips its dews on our pilgrim shoes: sieg halt! 
 
Snatched from daubling lobes and toast-raised hands, 
Tossed in a kiln can such kitey-high brows, 
What lustful metals raised this transubstance 
From their impure base, announce his res grows? 
 
No one knows.  Somehow he got here, nevermind 
The source we seek in meager things like house 
And hammer, hoping his Amen bloodline 
Can be found in lost items, by the tools we 
Set aside unthinkingly: may they occupy 
Our sills those days we stray from dailiness. 
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MIDDAY WORKBREAK (after Montale) 
 
Lunch to forget the morning's sweat 
Against a wall along whose top 
Broken glass has been set to stop 
Thieves' incursions: sit back and let 
 
Each limb find ease in dream beyond 
A rest-time undisturbed by cries 
From highest nests as summer tries 
To place entire its days upon 
 
The hour we swelter in down here— 
Even those nearest earth, the ants, 
Even they can't span more distance, 
Or map one noon-nap's short career: 
 
None of us can orienteer 
The maze sun sees in that mirror 
This wall uplifts in rifts of shards 
Wherein our lives all labor towards 
Their end and never quite get there. 
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TRANSVERSION OF TRAKL’S Ein Winterabend 
 
Now snow across the window falls, 
The evening bell tolls on too long, 
Our table's laid with everything, 
The whole house is stocked with staples. 
 
Many paths find one terminus 
And mob that gate with dark offshoots. 
(The tree of grace bears golden roots 
Which sap the earth beneath deep ice.) 
 
The Wanderer enters again; 
Pain has petrified the threshold. 
Communion shines out of the old 
Sideboards its share of bread and wine. 
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BASH     (ten versions of furuike ya) 
 
If I were a pond 
and some frog jumped into me 
I wouldn't respond. 
 
I am a pond but 
when a frog gets intimate 
I keep my mouth shut. 
 
I may look like scum 
but some frogs can poke this pond 
to orgasm come. 
 
This pond is so old 
even its frogs want it sold 
to build the new road. 
 
This pond is old as 
me.  That's how bad-off it is. 
Frog-visits, I doze. 
 
You're old, pond—the same 
as me.  But when your frogs come 
you recall each name. 
 
This pond is year-scored 
as me.  But frogs that shake it 
up just make me bored. 
 
I'll float in this pond, 
fearing each frog that jumps down 
will wash me aground. 
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This pond is old too— 
But when a frog jumps into 
It, it still sounds new. 
 
This pond is dead earth 
But listen to its rebirth 
When frogs take a bath. 
 
* 
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FURU YOU, EEKY YA  (five more) 
 
Ya, the old wash-hole— 
wait-a-fuck: a frog?—oh, no!— 
goes splasho Basho. 
 
Ya, the old North Pole 
where Santa Frog (ho-hop-ho) 
chops a splashin'-hole! 
 
Ya, old-boys brothel— 
watch Oscar Wilde get Basho 
to wet his tadpole. 
 
Ya, here's to Basho!— 
there's one frog-boozin' dude you 
should raise your glass to. 
 
Whoa, Ranger Basho! 
frog-herd's in the waterhole— 
leggo your lasso. 
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(LET ME TAKE YOU ON A) SEA BREEZE 
  
Our flesh so tender so turnstile                           
Plus on top of that everything addressed 
To that Occupant within me are read 
Gauguin/Kerouac comes to mind.                       
 
Empty passim one more Day One passes 
The field abandoned to handstands            
Superfluous lay all waters in that gaze  
Guiles of a map guess-gestured.                   
 
I'll become a crematory prostitute      
The prom whose bra undressed my ears  
None us dispedestal that idol. 
 
Or what better yet a desert island   
Sailed to only by blind sailors who smile 
Like swans we maim our bracelets in.       
 
 
Note:  
Failed translation of Mallarmé's Brise Marine. 
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AFTER BORGES’  “TO A MINOR POET OF 1899” 
 
Who sought that sad height and that constant change 
Laboring on an extraneous verse 
Which through the dispersion of universe 
Might elect one second whose spectrum’s range 
 
Was so capricious it broke the scholar 
Caught in daily efforts to confine the eye 
Pursuant of ceruleanesques that lie 
Against each longing to fling a color 
 
As brief as my life if I am alive 
And am the one destined to undergo 
Any authorship of the words that show 
Whether such vexacious tints can survive— 
 
You must judge, ancient friend! what I’ve seen 
Or accept as real the illusion I mean. 
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COMPACT DUSK 
 
Here at the height of the day night change 
The color of the sky is uncertain, 
The sky depending in which direction   
One's eye strains, each of its swatches a strange 
 
Hue which dies too soon and which makes this hour 
Linger in the mind transient as a life, 
Whose name once known remains another 
Posied-up portrait on our palette knife. 
 
Until even I wonder if one tint 
Ever survives the harm of seeming unique 
(Evening's intrigue, time's singularity). 
 
Study for its trace, its placemap, I see  
—Redundant as a stopsign in italic— 
The face on which my profile leaves no print. 
 
 
 
Note: 
This began as a trans. of Jorge Borges’ A Un Poeta Menor 
de 1899, but ended up as a kind of homage or meditation.  
A translation or homage is perhaps always a profile 
compared to the fullface original. 
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THE SONNET IN ix 
 
The nube, the nude, the not—you know: the Nix—  
Her Septet of orifices? (males have six):— 
Was it massed by Master Malyoume for the fix 
The fucks.  Rape-scene: she, some defunc’-off, kicks 
 
The mirror while centaurs click centerfold pics 
Of her fingernails—each closeup mimics  
The anguish with which our pallored poet sics 
Midnights on.  Encore encore, you sexniks, 
 
Steph calls, tiptoeing away toward his sonics 
Lab, ‘The Sign in X.’  A thousand-quicksand thicks 
His step.  He’s pitbogged by all the nitpicks 
 
Critics have glitched his path with, those pricks! 
Don’t they know that stars—stars can’t hold shit wicks 
To his candle?!  (That bitch, that Nix: he sucks it: “I-icks!”) 
 
 
Note: 
Failed translation of Stéphane Mallarmé’s ‘Sonnet en yx.’   
Line 14: I-icks! (both i’s are short, as in “kiss”) is an  
onomatopoeticism that accompanies the expectoration and  
or taste of the candle’s cum.  Sort of the sound you make  
when you use your teeth to scrape it off your tongue  
ostentatiously.  But why did I end the poem this way?  Was  
I influenced by the Master’s regret, expressed in his essay  
Crise de Vers, that words lack an embodied, material, tonal  
consonance with their meanings: “Quelle déception” (he 
writes), how perverse, that the “timbres” of the word “jour” 
should be dark, while those of “nuit" are “clair.”  And yet, 
he concludes, without such “défaut des langues,” poetry 
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itself would not exist.  Assuming he’s right, then 
onomatopoeia are defective because they’re not defective.  
In Japanese, kireji—“cutting-words, used to separate or set 
off statements”—are onomatopoeic, and “have the meaning 
that lies in themselves as sounds.”  But as Hiroaki Sato notes 
(in his book, One Hundred Frogs, from which I’ve taken 
these quotes): “Bashō himself simply said, ‘Every sound 
unit is a kireji.’ ”  In any case, the faults and falls and false 
of my trans. should be clair to all. 
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AFTER THE BATTLE  (based on a translation by  
Stavros Deligiorgis of a poem by Nichita Stanescu) 
 
Upon a walnut leaf my forehead lies 
and floats downriver to the saddest part 
of day, that south where flags and boats capsize, 
where cold lakes die: I mourn my mouth, I start 
 
to press it hard on bitter bark or roots 
that lure me down.  Descending underground 
I swim in tree-sap streams, their current shoots 
an unseen enemy: my shoulders pound 
 
in rhythm motions now, I ride the wave,  
pursuing quick that shadow drowned in chase,   
that rabbit-heeled recruit who fails to save 
himself for ever, leaving me to face   
 
lees loss. . . .  Away from me it overflows  
a valley stacked with soldiers, dead in rows. 
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AFTER AN AIR OF APOLLINAIRE'S 
 
must I be reminded again 
how love is always 
followed by pain 
the days go by I remain 
 
beneath the bridge 
of our arms enclosed 
the river flows  
the days go by I remain 
 
must I be reminded again 
the river's name is Wend 
where love now always 
flows to its end 
the days go by I remain 
 
I no longer know your name 
you go by I remain 
I stay to mark what came 
to make it my tomb 
the days go by who's to blame
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AFTER BAUDELAIRE'S CAUSERIE 
 
The ocean of verse has left in my chest 
That stale ebb-tail taste of a bile blueplate— 
Its word surge bitters too gorged to digest— 
Even my critics' deaths won't renovate  
 
An appetite for this: acid reflux    
My poems have all become, which in their prime 
Fed vanity's veins and pain's glut stomachs  
Enough to fodder a second lifetime . . . 
 
My heart?  Is Heartburnsville.  Landfill palace 
Leveled ever since my fellow poets 
Chewed its dumpster pews into prose-pellets. 
 
Come share their bard-fare, their warmth and fireplace— 
Eyes blazing like a holiday barrage, 
They char my offal flesh long past garbage. 
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THE RETURN (after Follain: from Merwin/Romer)    
 
The sun has washed with white the farm that waits 
in ways for the stranger who's late to come, 
but he whose force was never sure of home 
may not even pause when faced with its gates. 
 
Clothed wholly in the mendicant's threadbare, 
his headwear the tin lid of a trashcan, 
he will know to announce himself as man 
the prodigal: Hey guys it's me!  But where 
 
the mule gnaws roots and the mare's coat burrs dark 
and the pig guards the last milk it laps at,— 
where the dog has a starred brow and the cat 
can augur storms, they have formed their own ark. 
 
Unyielding the response to him must be; 
the same it has been since edenity. 
 
 
 
 
 
Note: 
I worked from the Stephen Romer and W. S. Merwin 
translations of Jean Follain's original. 
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MOULDSTONEWALL 
 
By each stone bright 
in the inanimate  
light 
 
our earth discovers 
its nakedness 
is disastrous. 
 
A total wipe of the slate. 
And yet 
this lets time get set 
 
for the grass 
to amass  
its mound, endless 
 
immense wall.  Order 
gives birth to more— 
mornings ordure 
 
the moulds until  
they climb 
our decay.  Prime 
 
the sun will  
soon costume 
each size and all 
 
 
(stanza break) 
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that waits to wear 
the dead in their 
measure. 
 
The assault comes long later. 
 
It rips away 
the flesh of day, 
matter's tatter. 
 
 
 
Note: 
Transversion of an untitled poem by Claude Esteban, from 
his book Croyant Nommer (1972)— 
I worked from both the original French and the translation 
by Rainer Schulte (Mundus Artium, Vol. VII, No. 1, 1974).
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GOETHE’S WANDERERS NACHTLIED II: 4 transversions 
 
1. 
Every hill is overcome 
with peace, the trees are a dome 
down which the wind echoes 
to mass one last breath; 
the forest song has rung its close, 
bird by bird, descending— 
await your death 
no longer.  Listen: this too is ending. 
 
2. 
Over all the hilltops is peace; 
in all the treetops no breeze 
endures, merely the breath of one; 
the birds are gone, or at least 
their song has ceased.  You have your wish: 
desist, desist!  Thy will on earth be done. 
 
3. 
You can feel your breath stilling all the hills, 
and oh, what an undulant illusion! 
The birds have wrapped their wings around their bills 
and sleep: soon you too will be no one.  
 
4. 
Now peace envelops 
the hilltops 
and every tree’s summit 
seems to submit 
its final breath to the pall 
and harshly over-all 
hushing of even  
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the baby birds’ calls when 
you, you and your haste, come near— 
Beware: your place is here. 
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YAMAZATO WA MANZAI OSOSHI UME NO HANA 
(Basho) 
 
* 
April: and still the Mummers have not come 
Up to our mountain village; plum-blossom. 
 
* 
I wonder why the Mummers have not come 
This year to our mountain town; plum-blossom. 
 
* 
For some reason the Mummers have not come 
This season to our hill-town; plum-blossom. 
 
* 
This year The Rolling Stones have not come 
To fill our stadium; 
The old men fear, and wonder 
If April is really here: plum-blossom. 
 
* 
Up snowthawed roads unplowed the Mummers come 
To reach our mountain village; plum-blossom. 
 
* 
This time each year the Mummers used to come 
Appear in our mountain town; plum-blossom. 
 
* 
Springtime is when the Mummers always come 
To play our mountain town; hey, plum-blossom! 
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* 
Springtime; but where are the Mummers who play 
Each year our mountain town: plum-blossom-spray. 
 
* 
Each Spring a troupe of actors used to come 
To amuse our mountain town; plum-blossom. 
 
* 
It's Spring, but the Actors Troupe has not come 
To strut our mountain village; plum-blossom. 
 
* 
Spring has come, so where's the Actors who come 
To our mountain town each year—; plum-blossom. 
 
* 
The Stray Players are late this year— 
Plague or Famine maybe: and we're 
still stuck in this dullsville hill-town . . . 
Get that plum-tree's get-up red gown! 
 
* 
Still waiting for that Actors Troupe?— 
Take off those robes: go back to bed. 
Dull mountain village, all lit up; 
The plum-tree blossoms glare too red. 
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* 
* 
 
Some non-plum variants: 
 
* 
The mime-troupe of actors is late this year 
To climb to our mountain village up here; 
Is that why the trees in whiteface appear. 
 
* 
The Lookout yells them Actors ain't nowhere in sight— 
Our mountain village mourns; the orchard wears white. 
 
* 
The Actors Troupe is late this year— 
Their audience will sleep tonight; 
Our mountain village street's all clear: 
Only the trees are out in white. 
 
* 
Where the heck are those Kabuki— 
Nothing to do but sleep tonight . . . 
Our mountain town looks plain empty; 
The trees alone step out in white. 
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AFTER: "L'HORREUR" BY ANDRÉE BEIDAS 
 
Horror 
is not the seashore, 
the beach 
where each 
 
wave breaks 
like a monster 
with two backs: 
 
or a stormy sky 
that rains one's veins dry 
with lightning fire— 
 
Horror is my face  
displaced  
by this grimace  
of desire. 
 
 
 
 
Note: 
I worked from the original French poem, and from  
Evalyn P. Gill's English version.
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published by the author 
 
 
 
this edition: APRIL 11, 2009 
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